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Article
Dynamic Regulation of a-Actinin’s Calponin
Homology Domains on F-Actin
Hengameh Shams,1 Javad Golji,1 Kiavash Garakani,1 and Mohammad R. K. Mofrad1,2,*
1Molecular Cell Biomechanics Laboratory, Departments of Bioengineering and Mechanical Engineering, University of California, Berkeley,
Berkeley, California; and 2Molecular Biophysics and Integrative Bioimaging Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley,
California
ABSTRACT a-Actinin is an essential actin cross-linker involved in cytoskeletal organization and dynamics. The molecular
conformation of a-actinin’s actin-binding domain (ABD) regulates its association with actin and thus mutations in this domain
can lead to severe pathogenic conditions. A point mutation at lysine 255 in human a-actinin-4 to glutamate increases the binding
affinity resulting in stiffer cytoskeletal structures. The role of different ABD conformations and the effect of K255E mutation on
ABD conformations remain elusive. To evaluate the impact of K255E mutation on ABD binding to actin we use all-atom molec-
ular dynamics and free energy calculation methods and study the molecular mechanism of actin association in both wild-type
a-actinin and in the K225E mutant. Our models illustrate that the strength of actin association is indeed sensitive to the ABD
conformation, predict the effect of K255E mutation—based on simulations with the K237E mutant chicken a-actinin—and eval-
uate the mechanism of a-actinin binding to actin. Furthermore, our simulations showed that the calmodulin domain binding to the
linker region was important for regulating the distance between actin and ABD. Our results provide valuable insights into the
molecular details of this critical cellular phenomenon and further contribute to an understanding of cytoskeletal dynamics in
health and disease.
INTRODUCTION
The cytoskeleton mediates cell motility and adhesion that
are critical for many cellular functions such as differ-
entiation, proliferation, and growth (1,2). Cytoskeletal
dynamics is central to the force transmission machinery
involved in converting mechanical stimuli into biochemical
signals via the process of mechanotransduction (3,4).
a-Actinin accounts for the highly dynamic behavior of
several actin assemblies (5,6) and is crucial for cytoskeletal
stabilization in both muscle and nonmuscle cells (7). Previ-
ous studies have shown that mutations in a-actinin lead to
several diseases including muscular dystrophies and cardio-
myopathy (8). Mutation at lysine 255 to glutamate in human
a-actinin-4 results in a form of kidney failure, which occurs
due to an increased affinity of a-actinin for actin that
directly affects the cytoskeletal dynamics (9,10).

a-Actinin can cross-link both parallel and antiparallel
actin filaments in various cytoskeletal structures and allow
emergent actin bundles to exhibit different polarities (11).
For instance, stress fibers are force-bearing actin bundles
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formed by highly organized a-actinin networks (12). Actin
caps are also actin assemblies that directly connect the cell-
substrate adhesions to the nucleus and are extended along
the polarization axis of the cell as shown in Fig. 1 (6,13).
It has also been observed that a-actinin could link two
points on a single actin filament, suggesting that the a-acti-
nin function is tightly associated with its angular and linear
elastic properties (11).

One of the most widely studied pathways of cellular me-
chanotransduction is the integrin-mediated focal adhesions,
which directly link the cytoskeleton to the extracellular ma-
trix (14,15). Focal adhesions are dynamic molecular com-
plexes that can sense and transmit mechanical forces to
the cytoskeleton (16,17). a-Actinins also regulate stress fi-
ber- and actin cap-associated focal adhesions, also referred
to as conventional and ACAFA, respectively (Fig. 1)
(6,12,18).

a-Actinin is a highly mechanosensitive molecule and has
many important binding partners among focal adhesion
players (5,11,12,19–21). For instance, vinculin has a crucial
role in force transmission and is recruited to the high stress
regions in focal adhesion (22–25). Its simultaneous interac-
tion with actin and a-actinin reinforces the a-actinin-actin
complex and possibly affect the local stiffness of the
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FIGURE 1 a-Actinins are involved in formation

and regulation of various cytoskeletal structures in

adherent cells including stress fibers and actin caps.

Stress fibers link two conventional focal adhesions

and are made up of actin filaments cross-linked by

a-actinins (shown in the left insert). The actin cyto-

skeleton can also be directly linked to focal adhe-

sions through a-actinins (shown in the right

insert). Actin caps also have a similar composition

as stress fibers but are connected to ACAFA at their

ends and are directly associated with the nucleus.

To see this figure in color, go online.
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cytoskeleton (20). Vinculin’s binding site on a-actinin is
within the fourth spectrin repeat (R4) and is likely to be
mechanically regulated (26). a-Actinin can also directly
link the actin cytoskeleton to the integrin receptors through
its rod domain and contribute to both formation and matura-
tion of focal adhesions (27–29).

a-Actinin is an antiparallel homodimer as confirmed by
its full-length structure resolved by Liu et al. in 2004 (30).
Each a-actinin monomer has an actin-binding domain
(ABD) at its N-terminus that is composed of two calponin
homology (CH) domains. The rod domain is connected to
the ABD domain via a flexible neck region and consists of
four spectrin repeats (R1–R4) interacting strongly with the
neighboring monomer (affinity ~10 pM) as depicted in
Fig. 2 (19,31,32). Of importance, there is an intrinsic 90�

left-hand twist in the rod domain that puts ABDs of the
two ends in different orientations relative to each other
(Fig. 2, A and B).

The C-terminal end of each a-actinin monomer contains a
calmodulin-like domain (CaM) with two EF-hand motifs,
which are next to the ABD domain of the other monomer.
The CaM domain is involved in regulating the a-actinin
function in a cell-dependent manner: in the nonmuscle a-ac-
tinin (isoforms 1,4), the actin binding affinity is controlled
by the interaction between the Ca2þ ions and the EF-hand
motifs (33), whereas muscle isoforms 2,3 are regulated by
phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2) and have lost
the capability of engaging with the Ca2þ ions throughout
the evolution (33–35).

The CH domains are likely to be mechanically regulated
and can either take a closed or an open conformation. It has
been shown that the open conformation, in which the CH
domains are dissociated, has a higher affinity for actin as
shown in Fig. 2 C (10,36). The CH1 domain contains the
main actin binding sites that are mostly located on the pro-
tein surface except for ABS1, which is buried within the
CH1-CH2 interface and only becomes accessible in the
open conformation (36), thereby mutations that destabilize
the interface, e.g., K255E may increase the actin binding af-
finity. It has also been shown that the CH1-CH2 fragment
has a higher affinity for actin compared to the isolated
CH1 suggesting a regulatory role for CH2 (37). However,
the dynamic behavior of a-actinin during actin binding
and the effect of ABD conformation on that are still elusive.

In this work, we study and characterize the binding be-
tween actin and two distinct ABD conformations of the
full-length a-actinin using molecular dynamics (MD) simu-
lations. We also investigate the effect of the K237E mutation
in chicken a-actinin, which corresponds to the K255E
mutation in humans, on the actin binding strength by
exploring interactions of the mutant a-actinin during actin
association and comparing the free energy profile of the
mutant against the wild-type (WT). Our results are consis-
tent with recent experimental studies and provide new, to
our knowledge, insight on the molecular details that can
further be employed to design modern therapeutics for
impaired cellular functions associated with the cytoskeletal
structure and dynamics.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

All simulations were performed using the NAMD MD package (38) and

CHARMM27 force field (39). The structure of the full-length a-actinin

(Protein Data Bank (PDB): 1SJJ) was used (30) to model interactions

with three actin monomers (PDB: 3LUE) as shown in Fig. 2 A (10). In

the initial configuration of all binding simulations, the CH domains of

the full-length a-actinin were positioned near two of the actin monomers

isolated from the rest of the F-actin structure such that the ABD orientation

relative to actin was similar to that in the structure of the actin-ABD com-

plex (PDB: 3LUE). a-Actinin was then moved away from actin until a dis-

tance of 10 Å between the closest atoms of actin and those of a-actinin was

reached. Constraints on the proteins were imposed during equilibration sim-

ulations, allowing water layers to form between them.

Due to the elongated structure of a-actinin, a triclinic box was used with

the box vectors of 41.2 � 18.2 � 15.8 nm3, which satisfied the minimum

image convention in all directions. A consistent version of the TIP3P water

model with the CHARMM27 force field was used to solvate the simulation

cell (40). The charge of the system was neutralized and the final ion concen-

tration of the simulation cell was set to 150 mM of KCl to mimic the phys-

iological condition inside the cytoplasm. The total number of atoms

including protein, water, and ions reached 1,411,817.
Biophysical Journal 110, 1444–1455, March 29, 2016 1445



FIGURE 2 Important domains of the full-length a-actinin structure

(PDB: 1SJJ). (A) The a-actinin (orange) molecule can cross-link two actin

filaments each made up of two strands shown in white and blue. The F-actin

model used in our simulations consisted of three actin monomers, which

represents the simplest form of filamentous actin. Only two out of the three

actin monomers can form a direct contact with a-actinin, which are referred

to as the proximal actin monomers throughout this article. A cleft between

the proximal actin monomers provided a space for a-actinin binding.

(B) The actin binding domain of a-actinin is located at the N-terminus of

each monomer consisting of two calponin homology domains, CH1 (yel-

low) and CH2 (dark orange), followed by four spectrin repeats forming

the rod domain (sequentially colored in light orange and ochre) and the

CaM domain at the C-terminal end (tan). A 90� twist of the rod domain

is indicated by the cross-sectional views of the two ends. (C) The ABD

domain takes two distinct conformations referred to as the closed (left)

and open (right) conformations. In the closed conformation, CH1 (yellow)

and CH2 (orange) are in contact and the neck region (purple) is positioned

out of the CH1-CH2 interface, whereas in the open conformation CH do-

mains are separated and the neck region sits in between them. The CaM

domain (tan) also inserts itself between CH1 and CH2 in the open confor-

mation. To see this figure in color, go online.

Shams et al.
The SHAKE algorithm was used to manage the bonds between hydro-

gens and heavy atoms. Electrostatic interactions were modeled using the

particle mesh Ewald method and switching functions were applied to

nonbonded interactions within the cut-off distance. All systems were

initially minimized for 100,000 steps to remove all bad contacts and

equilibrated for 1 ns using the NPT ensemble after which energy, pres-

sure, and the root mean-square deviation of all simulations were moni-

tored. The temperature was maintained at 310 using the Langevin

dynamics and the pressure was kept at 1 bar with the Langevin piston.
1446 Biophysical Journal 110, 1444–1455, March 29, 2016
Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all three directions and a

timestep of 2 fs was used. All production simulations ran for 60 ns using

the NPT ensemble.

The umbrella sampling method (41) was used to calculate the potential of

mean force (PMF) for bothWTand mutated a-actinins. A range of different

spring constants for the umbrella potential was examined to generate a se-

ries of smooth histograms with acceptable overlaps. The reaction coordi-

nate was defined as the center of mass distance between the Ca atoms of

CH1 (residues 26 to 146) and CH2 (residues 147 to 250) domains. To pro-

duce the initial configuration of each umbrella window, a steered MD simu-

lation was performed in which the CH domains were pulled against each

other with a constant rate of 0.005 nm/ps until the open conformation

was reached. The step size along the reaction coordinate was set to 1 Å,

which resulted in an optimized overlap between histograms. The total

sampling time for each umbrella window was 1 ns as the CH1-CH2 distance

was restrained using a spring constant of 3000 kJ Å�2 mol�2. It should

be noted that for some umbrella windows a stiffer spring constant

(3500–4500 kJ Å�2 mol�2) was necessary to avoid off-center displacement

of the histograms. The trajectory was saved every 0.2 ps to gather sufficient

sampling data. The final PMF and histograms were obtained using the

g_wham analysis tool in GROMACS.

The visual MD software package (VMD) was used for visualizing and

postprocessing the results (42). Furthermore, residue K237 was mutated

to glutamate using the VMD plugin (42). The mutated a-actinin structure

was carefully minimized and equilibrated before putting it in complex

with actin to allow structural adjustments and remove bad contacts around

the mutation site. The normal mode analysis and root mean-square fluctu-

ations (RMSFs) were calculated using the Bio3D package in R (43). This

work used resources of Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery

Environment (44).
RESULTS

Cell motility is highly dependent on the dynamic nature of
the actin cytoskeleton at both cellular and molecular levels.
Networks of actin filaments cross-linked by a-actinin form
both two-dimensional and three-dimensional cytoskeletal
structures with various sizes and shapes. It has been shown
that the dynamics of actin assemblies are determined by the
timescale of cross-linking (45,46). Furthermore, it has been
shown that the ABD conformation of a-actinin directly im-
pacts actin association, thus mutations at the CH1-CH2
interface may interfere with the actin binding affinity of
a-actinin. The K255E mutation in human a-actinin-4 is
associated with a type of kidney disease and, as shown by
the fluorescence microscopy, this mutation triples the affin-
ity of a-actinin for F-actin and increases the average con-
tractile stress by generating larger forces on the substrate.
This mutation maps onto K237E in chicken a-actinin used
in our simulations (Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material).
We investigated the underlying mechanism of a-actinin
binding to F-actin and the effect of K237E mutation on
both the ABD conformation and the strength of actin bind-
ing using all-atomic MD simulations. Our results showed
that the open conformation of ABD associated to actin
with a higher strength and predicted a potential role for
the CaM domain in regulating actin binding. Furthermore,
our simulations indicated that the K237E mutation in
chicken a-actinin decreased the level of forces required
for opening the CH domains.



FIGURE 3 The interaction between different ABD conformations and

actin. (A) The CH1 domain of the oABD associated with actin after

30 ns with the final interaction energy of 550 kcal/mol averaged over three

trials in the OW simulations. The interaction was stable for the last 20 ns of

all trials. (B) On the contrary, the CH1 domain of the cABD did not strongly

associate with actin within the 60 ns of simulation. (C) The interfaces be-

tween CH1 (yellow) of the oABD and two proximal actin monomers

(blue) in the OW simulations are shown after 60 ns. Residues involved in

all three salt bridges formed between CH1 and each actin monomer are

highlighted (colors: arginine, white; lysine, turquoise; glutamic acid,

pink; aspartic acid, purple). To see this figure in color, go online.

Regulation of a-Actinin’s Actin Binding
In the crystal structure of the smooth muscle a-actinin
(PDB: 1SJJ), the ABD domain of each a-actinin monomer
holds a different conformation (Fig. 2). We explored the
binding between each of the ABD conformations with an
actin trimer, however only two actin monomers were prox-
imal to the ABD and the third integrated them together
(Fig. 2 A). Also, in the initial configurations of all simula-
tions, the distance between the surface atoms of F-actin
and a-actinin was at least 10 Å while binding sites faced
each other to reduce the diffusion time. It should be noted
that the actin trimer, also referred to as the trimer nucleus,
is a core from which actin polymerization initiates and
thus can be considered as the simplest form of the filamen-
tous actin. Moreover, initial trials showed that the actin
trimer was likely to drift away before it could form a com-
plex with a-actinin. Therefore, constraints were applied to
the center of masses of actin monomers to shorten the
time of dynamic complex formation. The high diffusivity
of the actin trimer is not physiologically realistic, since actin
monomers are usually confined within larger filaments.
Therefore, we put soft harmonic restraints on Ca of three
residues namely G13, G74, and G156 of each actin mono-
mer to inhibit large translational and rotational motions
throughout the simulations. Using the full-length a-actinin
instead of the isolated ABD allowed us to study correlations
between the structure and dynamics of different a-actinin
domains upon actin binding. It should be noted that the actin
trimer was placed only at one end of the a-actinin molecule
in each simulation. To avoid confusion and repetitive termi-
nology, we labeled our simulations and ABDs as summa-
rized in Table 1.
The effect of ABD conformation on the strength of
actin binding and the cleft size

In the OW simulations (see Table 1), the CH1 domain
formed a strong interaction (the average energy: �500 5
100 kcal/mol) with actin after 30 ns that remained stable
for the following 30 ns (Fig. 3 A). On the contrary, CH1
formed a much weaker interaction with actin in the CW sim-
ulations (Table 1) with the average interaction energy of
�68.8 5 37.7 kcal/mol (Fig. 3 B). Moreover, CH1 in the
TABLE 1 Labels Used to Refer to Simulations and ABD

Conformations

Definition Label

Simulations in which the open ABD of the wild-type a-actinin

was placed near actin

OW

Simulations in which the closed ABD of the wild-type a-actinin

was placed near actin

CW

Simulations in which the open ABD of the mutant a-actinin

was placed near actin

OM

Simulations in which the closed ABD of the mutant a-actinin

was placed near actin

CM

The open conformation of ABD oABD

The closed conformation of ABD cABD
actin-associated open conformation of ABD (oABD)
became engaged with both proximal actin monomers and
formed three salt bridges with each as shown in Fig. 3 C,
whereas part of the CH1 binding site in the closed
conformation of ABD (cABD) was inhibited by CH2 and
could only interact with a single actin monomer. Although
the initial orientation of CH1 relative to actin was
adjusted based on the cryo-electron microscopy structure,
the CH1-actin interface was formed during the simulation
and was not taken from the docked results reported by
Galkin et al.

The solvent accessible surface area of the cABD
decreased for the first 20 ns after which the average solvent
accessible surface area did not notably change. This implied
that the contact area of the cABD with actin remained intact
during that time (Fig. S2). However, the detailed analysis of
the binding trajectory revealed that the contact area of the
cABD with actin dynamically changed in the last 35 ns
and most interactions were transient.

The actin cleft between the two proximal actin monomers
served as the binding pocket for the ABD (Fig. 4 A). The
size of the cleft was notably decreased by the oABD
binding, while it only slightly increased upon the cABD
association (Fig. 4, B and C). Comparing the density
plots of the cleft size after the cABD and oABD binding
showed a clear shift in the peak value of the cleft size
Biophysical Journal 110, 1444–1455, March 29, 2016 1447



FIGURE 4 The size of the actin cleft was affected by CH1 only after

binding to the open conformation of ABD (oABD). (A) The structure of

the actin trimer (blue and white) is shown in the presence of the ABD

(orange). (B) The actin cleft size remained fairly constant upon binding

to the closed conformation of ABD (cABD), whereas (C) it notably

decreased after associating with the oABD. (D and E) The cleft size density

plots are shown for a clear comparison. The peak value of the cleft after the

oABD binding was 29 Å, while it was 32.5 Å for that after cABD binding.

To see this figure in color, go online.

FIGURE 5 (A) The principal axes of F-actin (blue) and the ABD domain

(orange and yellow). (B and C) The angle between the principle axes of

cABD and oABD relative to actin in the CW and OW simulations, respec-

tively, showed a clear difference. (B) This angle did not change significantly

after the oABD binding and ranged between 90� to 100�, whereas (C) it
changed from 170� to 145� after the cABD binding. (D and E) Density plots

show the peak value differences between the oABD (90�) and cABD

(160�). Note that plots are presented in the same scale but different ranges.

To see this figure in color, go online.

Shams et al.
indicating the sensitivity of the cleft to the ABD conforma-
tion (Fig. 4, D and E).
The ABD orientation relative to actin

The F-actin axis corresponds to the principal axis of the two
proximal actin monomers in the actin trimer, therefore the
relative orientation of the ABD along F-actin was easily
quantified (Fig. 5 A). The oABD orientation in the OW sim-
ulations (Table 1) did not change drastically (Fig. 5 B),
whereas the cABD rotated ~30� relative to its initial orien-
tation with respect to actin in the CW simulations (see
Table 1 and Fig. 5 C). Of importance, the initial and final
orientations of cABD and oABD were different from one
another as shown by the position of peaks in the density
plots shown in Fig. 5, D and E.

We also examined three other initial orientations of the
oABD relative to actin to study other potentially favorable
1448 Biophysical Journal 110, 1444–1455, March 29, 2016
orientations for actin binding. The oABD was isolated
from the rest of the structure and rotated around an axis
orthogonal to F-actin for 90�, 180�, and 270� with respect
to the original orientation used in all other binding simula-
tions (Fig. S3, A and B). The oABD was equilibrated in
complex with the actin trimer in four different simulations
and energies were calculated and summarized after 5 ns as
shown in Fig. S3 C. The results showed that the 180� rota-
tion of the oABD resulted in a very favorable binding to
actin in a short time. Furthermore, the 270�-rotated oABD
also formed a strong interaction suggesting that various
binding modes may occur between actin and a-actinin.
The role of the CaM domain in regulating actin
binding

Since the CaM domain closely interacts with the ABD, it
can directly influence both the orientation and distance of
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the ABD from actin. The CaM domain next to cABD was
initially associated with the flexible neck region linking
the cABD to the rod domain in the CW simulations (see
Table 1) but was disassociated (Fig. 6 A) as CH2 started
to interact with actin around 15 ns (Fig. 6 B). Specifically,
an important electrostatic interaction between K265 in the
neck region and D760 in the CaM domain was broken
upon actin binding. In all simulations, the end-to-end dis-
tance of the neck region decreased pulling the cABD toward
the rod domain. The EF1-hand motif engaged with the CH1
domain of the neighboring monomer after dissociating from
the neck region.

A salt bridge between R157 and D851 linked the CaM
domain and the cABD in two out of three CW trials but
its disruption in the third CW simulation released the
CaM domain and resulted in a more effective binding be-
tween CH2 and actin (Fig. 6, C and D). Only in this trial
CH2 engaged with both proximal actin monomers and the
interaction with the second monomer followed the disrup-
tion of the salt bridge. In two other trials, CH1 loosely asso-
ciated with the second actin monomer blocking it from
FIGURE 6 The CaM domain was released from the neck region as CH2

associated with actin in the CW simulations. (A) The interaction energy be-

tween CaM and the neck region was reduced around 18 ns (indicated by the

dashed line), as (B) the CH2 domain got engaged with actin. (C and D) In

one of the three CW trials, a salt bridge between D851 in CaM and R157 in

CH2 was released allowing CH2 to form a more effective interaction with

actin. (C) A salt bridge between R157 and D851 linked the CaM domain

and the cABD in two out of three CW trials (see Table 1). CH1 is loosely

associated with the second actin monomer blocking it from binding to CH2.

Furthermore, the CaM domain itself associated with actin only in the pres-

ence of the salt bridge. (D) The disruption of the salt bridge between R157

and D851 linked the CaM domain and the cABD in one of the CW simu-

lations released from CaM and resulted in a more effective binding between

CH2 and actin. Only, in this trial, CH2 engaged with both proximal actin

monomers, and the interaction with the second monomer followed the

disruption of the salt bridge. To see this figure in color, go online.
binding to CH2. Furthermore, the CaM domain itself asso-
ciated with actin only in the presence of the salt bridge.
Torsion angle and allosteric effects

The torsional motion was illustrated by calculating the angle
between the ABDs of the two ends of a-actinin in both CW
and OW simulations (Fig. 7 A). The maximum change in the
angle relative to the first frame of the CW simulations was
20� (Fig. 7 B), which was two times higher than that of
the OW simulations (Fig. 7 C). This difference probably
suggests that actin binding at one end can be transmitted
as a mechanical signal to the other end by triggering the
torsional mode of the molecule. Both plots in Fig. 7,
B and C, indicate a single cycle of a periodic motion but
the peaks occurred at different time points of the OW and
CW simulations (Fig. 7, B and C).

The RMSFs were calculated for both a-actinin monomers
in the CW and OW simulations (Fig. 8). The rod domain
consistently showed the lowest fluctuations in all simula-
tions. The cABD of the actin-bound monomer and the
CaM domain of the neighboring monomer seemed to be
correlated in the CW simulations (dashed boxes in Fig. 8,
A and B). The CH1 domain of the actin-bound oABD
(dashed box in Fig. 8 C) showed lower fluctuations
compared to that of the other monomer with the closed
ABD (dashed box in Fig. 8 D).
The role of the K237E mutation and the PMF

A mutant model of a-actinin was generated from the WT
(PDB: 1SJJ) and aligned with the initial configuration of
a-actinin in both CW and OW simulations to investigate
the effect of the K237E mutation on actin binding. The
mutant model was minimized and equilibrated in isolation
before using it in the actin binding simulations to allow
for possible structural adjustments. Our results showed
that the CH1 domain of the mutant a-actinin in OM si-
mulations associated with actin with an average inter-
action energy of �188.9 5 74.2 kcal/mol that was
slightly lower than that in the OW simulations (�284.6 5
155.6 kcal/mol). Furthermore, our results indicated that
the binding between the mutant a-actinin and actin was
less abrupt and gradually strengthened over the course of
60 ns, whereas that binding with the WT a-actinin formed
within the first 20 ns and remained stable for the following
20 ns (Fig. S4).

Our results suggested that the interface of the CH do-
mains did not significantly change upon the mutation. We
also examined all interactions of K237 at the interface that
could potentially be altered after the mutation. It was previ-
ously suggested that W147 in the human CH1, which maps
to W129 in the chicken CH1 (Fig. S1), forms a hinge-like
connection with K255 in the human CH2 (K237 in the
chicken CH2) maintaining the closed conformation (9).
Biophysical Journal 110, 1444–1455, March 29, 2016 1449



FIGURE 7 (A) The symbol q represents the

maximum change in the angle between the ABD

axes relative to the initial frame (maximum tor-

sion). (B) In the CW simulations, the value of q

averaged across three trials was 20� that was two

times larger than that in (C) the OW simulations.

To see this figure in color, go online.

Shams et al.
Our simulations also showed that the most significant inter-
action of K237 was with W129 (�6.1 5 2.3 kcal/mol) that
was lowered after the mutation (�2.7 5 1.7 kcal/mol).
1450 Biophysical Journal 110, 1444–1455, March 29, 2016
Other nearby residues were W30, Q34, T37, and F38 but
none of them showed a significant interaction. However,
only Q34 formed a notable interaction with E237 in the
FIGURE 8 The RMSFs of a-actinin monomers

both in bound and unbound states to actin. The

rod domain had the lowest level of fluctuations in

both CW and OW simulations. (A) The cABD

domain (residues 25–250) in the CW simulations

(the orange a-actinin monomer) underwent a

slightly lower fluctuation compared to (B), the

open ABD that was relative to actin (the tan

a-actinin monomer). However, the CaM domain

near actin (the C-terminal of the monomer with

open ABD) showed a similar level of fluctuations

to the cABD of its neighboring monomer in the

CW simulations (dashed boxes). (C) In the OW

simulations, the RMSF of the CH1 domain of the

oABD was lowered upon actin binding (the purple

a-actinin monomer) and was clearly different from

that of the CH2 domain in the same monomer,

whereas (D) the closed ABD that was far from actin

did not show any clear difference between RMSFs

of CH1 and CH2 (the ice blue a-actinin monomer).

All plots are averaged over three trials. To see this

figure in color, go online.
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mutant, which was not very stable (�7.3 5 6.3 kcal/mol).
Furthermore, the interaction energy between CH2 of the
mutant oABD and R1 of the same monomer was lowered
to �66.8 5 26.2 kcal/mol from �173.7 5 34 kcal/mol in
the WT. Also, the distance between CH1 and CH2 was
slightly smaller in the mutant than that of the WT, which
may allow for more spontaneous regulatory interactions.

To estimate the free energy cost of changing the ABD
conformation from closed to open, we used the steered
MD simulations to separate the CH domains of the cABD
and produce an artificial open conformation. The closed-
to-open trajectory was then used to extract initial configura-
tions of the umbrella windows from which the PMF was
calculated. Because the structure of individual CH domains
are independent of whether they are paired or not, the dis-
tance between them seemed to be a reasonable reaction co-
ordinate for the PMF calculation.

The PMF profile of both WT (black) and mutant (green)
a-actinins are shown in Fig. 9 in which the horizontal axis is
the separation distance between the centers of masses of the
CH domains. Although, the energy landscape is quite rough,
the minimum corresponding to the closed conformation
(~2.7 nm) was clearly similar between the WT and mutant.
The PMF profiles followed each other closely up to 3 nm but
deviated from that point on and a new minimum was formed
for the mutant in the open state.
DISCUSSION

a-Actinin is a major cytoskeletal component involved in
cross-linking actin filaments in stress fibers and linking
them to focal adhesions as well as forming actin caps be-
tween the nucleus and adhesion sites. Therefore, any
FIGURE 9 Comparing the PMF profiles of the WT (black) and mutant

(green) a-actinins shows that a new minimum (at 3.9 nm) was created

upon the K237Emutation. The CH1-CH2 distance was taken as the reaction

coordinate for the umbrella sampling calculations. Profiles are fairly similar

up to 3 nm but deviate after that. The slope of the mutant PMF is slightly

higher but reaches a short plateau around 3.3 nm. The error bars were calcu-

lated using the bootstrap analysis. To see this figure in color, go online.
dysfunction of this protein can lead to serious pathogenic
conditions mostly caused by the changes in its actin binding
affinity. Although, it was shown that the ABD conformation
is a deterministic factor in regulating the a-actinin function,
current studies including the available crystal structures of
ABD do not provide much information on the ABD dy-
namics neither in isolation nor during associating with actin.
Certain point mutations in the ABD domain have been
linked to human diseases (10), however, possible regulatory
mechanisms targeted by those mutations are not yet fully
understood. In this study, we investigated a mutation at res-
idue K255 in the ABD of human a-actinin that results in a
late onset form of kidney failure. To our knowledge, this
is the first computational study on characterizing the effect
of the K255E mutation in humans, which maps to the
K237E mutation in chickens, on the binding between
the full-length a-actinin and F-actin compared against the
WT. Our simulations showed that the K237E mutation in
chicken a-actinin reduced the forces required for opening
the CH domains. Moreover, our results indicated a clear
favorability of the open conformation of ABD for actin
binding and also predicted a role for the CaM domain in
regulating actin association.

Hampton et al. suggested that a-actinin had to be a flex-
ible cross-linker as opposed to a rigid molecular component
to allow the observed mechanical properties of cytoskeletal
structures (11). Therefore, it is important to understand how
structural features of a-actinin influence its molecular rigid-
ity as well as its binding to actin in both health and disease.
Furthermore, it was shown that a-actinin can also link two
points on a single actin filament (11), thus the orientation
of a-actinin relative to actin may alter based on it binding
status.

There are various hypotheses on themechanism of binding
between different ABD conformations to actin. In this study,
we explored the binding mechanisms of both ABD confor-
mations to actin using MD simulations. However, it should
be noted that as comparably high-resolution structural data
that can uniquely resolve the atomic positions of our proteins
is not available, both a-actinin and actin structures were
extensively minimized and equilibrated until the system en-
ergy became stable. Furthermore, as MD simulations take
atomic scale interactions into account, it can be used to pre-
dict protein-protein binding interfaces using reliable force
fields such as CHARMM27 (47,48). Protein structures will
presumably reach an equilibrium state after a sufficiently
long simulation time even if the simulations start off a low-
resolution structure. It should be noted that atomic-level pre-
dictions have a lower confidence due to the resolution of the
initial structures, however, both coarse and fine analyses can
provide insight into the dynamics of the system and can
further be validated in future experimental studies.

Since the CH1 domain containing the main actin binding
sites is in contact with CH2 in the closed conformation, it
has been suggested that the open conformation of ABD
Biophysical Journal 110, 1444–1455, March 29, 2016 1451
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should have a higher affinity for actin due to a lower steric
hindrance imposed by CH2 (10). Our simulations confirmed
that the open conformation was indeed more favorable for
actin binding as CH1 of the oABD formed six stable salt
bridges with both proximal actin monomers, while the inter-
action between CH1 of the cABD and actin was much
weaker. Furthermore, we observed that the actin cleft was
narrowed down upon binding to the oABD, possibly gener-
ating a higher local stress. This suggests that the accumula-
tion of cross-linkers may decrease the average length and
affect the stress distribution along actin filaments.

Moreover, the final configuration of the CH1-actin com-
plex in the OW simulations was similarly oriented
compared to the structure of the CH1-decorated F-actin
(PDB: 3LUE). Our results suggested that CH2 prevents
CH1 from effective binding to actin by the following mech-
anisms: 1) blocking part of the actin binding site on CH1,
i.e., residues K32 and R35, which are exposed in oABD
(10); and 2) interacting with one of the actin monomers
across the cleft and inhibiting it from engaging with CH1.

Borrego-Diaz et al. (36) proposed a mechanism for actin
binding by which CH2 of the cABD first associates with
actin filaments releasing CH1 for further interactions with
actin. We also observed that CH2 in the CW simulations
interacted relatively strongly with actin before CH1, but
we did not capture full dissociation of CH1-CH2 in 60 ns
most likely because either the timescale of such conforma-
tional change is longer or axial stress along actin is also
necessary (36).

Because the CaM domain is in the close proximity and
most often interacting with the cABD, it has an important
regulatory role in the actin binding activity of a-actinin
but the molecular mechanism is not yet fully understood.
In the muscle isoform (a-actinin 2,3), PIP2 regulates the
ABD function by disrupting the hydrophobic interaction be-
tween the CaM domain and the neck region (49), whereas in
the nonmuscle a-actinin isoforms 1 and 4, the CaM domain
regulates the actin binding activity of the neighboring ABD
via calcium binding (33). A similar function has also been
observed for some other members of the spectrin family
(50).

We did not include the calcium ions within the EF-hand
motifs in our simulations but still observed some correlations
between the actin binding activity ofABD and interactions of
the CaM domain (51). Specifically, the CaM domain associ-
ated with both CH2 and actin placing the cABD next to just
one actin monomer in two trials of the CW simulations,
whereas dissociated CaM allowed CH2 to engage simulta-
neously with both proximal actin monomers pushing CH1
away from actin in the third trial. It should be noted that
this was the only result not consistent among all trials. Inter-
action of CH2 with two actin monomers may prevent effec-
tive transmission of forces to the cABD since, most likely,
CH1 and CH2 need to be pulled against one another via
axial tension along F-actin for complete opening of the
1452 Biophysical Journal 110, 1444–1455, March 29, 2016
cABD. Therefore, we suggest that the CaM domain is likely
to be involved in regulating the ABD conformation by
controlling the transmission of mechanical forces to the
cABD. Furthermore, we observed that the association of
the CaM domain to the same actin monomer as CH2 resulted
in stronger anchorage to actin and thus may play a role in the
early stages of the binding between the cABD and actin.
However, in the OW simulations the relative positions of
the CaM domain and the neck region with respect to the
actin-bound oABD remained intact implying that no further
conformational changes were required for regulating the
actin binding activity of the oABD. Again, it should be noted
that the dynamics of a-actinin binding to actin can also be
highly influenced by Ca2þ and PIP2 and other regulatory
factors.

We observed several distinct motions of a-actinin in the
OW and CW simulations upon actin binding. Specifically,
deviation of the cABD axis from its original orientation af-
ter actin binding was larger than that of the oABD in all tri-
als (Fig. 3). This suggests that the ABD can reorient even in
its bound state to actin in a conformation-dependent manner
and is not confined to its initial alignment. Furthermore, we
investigated the binding between different oABD orienta-
tions and actin for a shorter timescale to gain insight into
the effect of the initial ABD angle on the strength of its actin
binding. We observed that the 180�-rotated oABD that was
the reversed orientation relative to the initial configuration
of oABD used in all OW simulations (also referred to as
the 0� rotation) and the 270�-rotated oABD formed the
most favorable interactions in 5 ns (Fig. S3). Because a-ac-
tinin can cross-link both parallel and antiparallel actin fila-
ments that easily rearrange and move in all possible
directions, dynamic adaptation to the new arrangements is
most likely a critical characteristic of a-actinin as an actin
cross-linker also suggested by our simulations.

Interestingly, in all OW simulations the rod domain was
curved in the opposite direction of that in the CW simula-
tions (Fig. S5). This suggests that the bending mode of the
a-actinin molecule can be triggered during actin binding
but the phase of such motion may be dependent on the
ABD conformation. Also, twisting is one of the top molec-
ular modes of a-actinin that may be signified by the angle
between the principle axes of ABDs at the two ends of the
molecule. Our results showed that the oABD binding to
actin caused a larger twist in the molecule compared to
that of the cABD. This may imply that strong actin binding
anchors the molecule at one end but still allows for large
changes in the ABD orientation at the other end, i.e., a-ac-
tinin does not act like a rigid body after binding to actin.
Furthermore, since a-actinin monomers are tied together
via strong hydrophobic interactions within the coiled-coil
structure of the rod domain, it is conceivable to expect
some allosteric communication between the two ends of
the molecule. We suggest that a mechanical signal is trans-
ferred upon actin binding between the two ends of the
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molecule via triggering the natural modes of the rod domain,
i.e., twisting (Fig. 7 and Movie S1) and bending (Fig. S5 and
Movie S2).

We further studied the effect of the K237E mutation on
both the ABD conformation and actin binding. No appre-
ciable conformational changes were observed in the
cABD domain upon the mutation per se, however, the
average interaction energy of the CH1-CH2 interface over
time was changed from �428.50 5 58.99 in the WT
compared against that �319.67 5 80.10 in the mutant
(Fig. S6). This may imply that the mutation alone is not suf-
ficient to initiate the closed-to-open conformational change,
at least not in the nanosecond timescale, and mechanical
tension may either be necessary to expedite or complete
this process. We also observed that the interactions between
the mutant a-actinin and actin formed more gradually
compared to the WT (Fig. S6). This may suggest that the
mutation created more transition states between the bound
and unbound states with actin resulting in a smoother bind-
ing. Specifically, the probability of actin association may in-
crease upon the mutation since introducing a higher number
of transition states tends to expedite both physical and
chemical reactions.

It has been shown that the CH1-CH2 fragment has a
higher affinity than the isolated CH1 for actin suggesting
an important regulatory role for CH2, however it is not
yet clear how mutations in CH2 can influence the binding
between CH1 and actin (37). We suggest that this could
be due to the following: CH2 anchors the ABD to actin
placing CH1 in the right orientation and contributes to regu-
lating the size of the actin cleft, whereas CH1 alone is small
and globular in shape and would probably have to rely on
diffusion for adjusting to a favorable orientation relative
to actin.

Our simulations showed that CH2 of the mutant a-actinin
was released from the R1 spectrin repeat in the rod domain
in all trials and thus experienced lower hindrance for spatial
movements toward CH1, which may be important for regu-
lating its orientation and binding. We would like to further
emphasize that our results provide an insight into the dy-
namics of the system in the nanosecond timescale and
thus different average behaviors may be expected in longer
times, e.g., microseconds and milliseconds.

The constant rate pulling simulations indicated that the
force required to separate CH1 and CH2 was markedly
lower for the mutant compared to that for the WT
(Fig. S7). Specifically, a notable difference in the pulling
forces was observed as the CH1-CH2 interface was being
disrupted, although before and after that time force curves
followed each other closely (Fig. S7). Since there was no
negatively charged residues in the vicinity of K237, we
did not expect any direct influence of the charge on the
CH1-CH2 interface. However, the pulling trajectories
showed that the K237/E237 residue moved very close to
D27 during opening and causing a strong attraction/repul-
sion between glutamate and aspartate. Furthermore, the
pulling simulations showed that an interaction between res-
idue 237 and R134 on the CH1-CH2 linker region occurred
around the same time as the trend of the pulling forces be-
tween the CH domains of the mutant deviated from that of
the WT (Fig. S7). The bond between CH2 and the linker re-
gion reduces the likelihood of structural reformation to the
closed conformation. This is another potential reason why
the K237E mutation stabilizes the open conformation as
suggested by the minimum in the PMF plot (Fig. 9). This in-
dicates that the mutation does not directly induce a confor-
mational change in the ABD. However, as the CH1-CH2
interface is altered in response to mechanical stimuli or
other physical cues, the interaction pattern may change
upon the mutation.

Moreover, the PMF profile of a-actinin was calculated us-
ing the umbrella sampling method and the error bars were
estimated by the bootstrap analysis to quantify the free en-
ergy cost of the closed-to-open conformational change in
the ABD for both WT and mutant a-actinins. The free en-
ergy difference between the closed and open conformations
of the CH domains were �112.6 5 2.6 kcal/mol and
�119.8 5 4.9 kcal/mol for the WT and mutant, respec-
tively. One obvious difference between the two PMF pro-
files is the appearance of a local minimum where the open
conformation was reached for the mutant. This may suggest
that the open conformation of the mutant is relatively more
stable compared to the WTas the system gets trapped within
a local minimum. It should be noted that actin monomers
were not included in the umbrella sampling simulations,
because they would introduce many extra degrees of
freedom to the system making it increasingly more difficult
to carry out the free energy calculation with a reasonable ac-
curacy. However, the direction of tension and the presence
of F-actin may affect the PMF profile, especially the first
potion where CH1 and CH2 are still in contact. Our results
suggested that the open conformation of the mutant a-acti-
nin is more stable (Fig. 9) and also requires lower forces
(Fig. S7).

In summary, we proposed a molecular mechanism for the
binding between a-actinin and actin based on a consensus
among all our simulation trials as follows: 1) the a-actinin
molecule diffuses toward the actin filament most likely
with ABDs in the closed conformation and adjusts its orien-
tation (Fig. 10 A). 2) The binding between CH2 and one
actin monomer occurs first, which may be regulated by
the CaM domain (Fig. 10 B, the CaM domain is not shown
for clarity), and is followed by the CH1 interaction with the
other monomer across the actin cleft. 3) Axial tension along
the actin filament broadens the cleft causing the distance be-
tween CH1 and CH2 to change as they are bound to two
different actin monomers. A transition state is reached
where the CH1-CH2 interface is altered by the mechanical
stimuli and D27 is pulled toward the interface. In the WT,
D27 will face K237 creating a strong attraction that may
Biophysical Journal 110, 1444–1455, March 29, 2016 1453



FIGURE 10 The proposed mechanism of the ABD binding to actin. (A)

The cABD diffuses toward the actin filament (B) allowing CH2 to engage

with an actin monomer along F-actin that is followed by a weak interaction

of CH1 with a neighboring actin monomer. (C) Axial tension along F-actin

broadens the actin cleft and partially opens the cABD. Residue D27 on CH1

moves toward the interface with CH2 resulting in either a strong attraction

toward K237 in the WT or a repulsion against E237 in the mutant and thus

further opening of the ABD would require a different amount of forces de-

pending on the type of residue 237. (D) As CH1 and CH2 are completely

separated by axial tension and the steric hindrance imposed by CH2 is

removed, (E) CH1 moves further into the actin cleft and replaces CH2 on

the other monomer. Therefore, the open conformation can be maintained

in the bound state to actin. To see this figure in color, go online.

Shams et al.
prevent further opening of the ABD unless it is overcome by
the axial tension along F-actin (Fig. 10 C). However, the
negative charge of D27 faces E237 in the mutant creating
a repulsive force that may expedite and reduce the amount
of forces required for further ABD opening (Fig. 10 D). 4)
As the CH2 domain is completely dissociated, CH1 moves
further into the actin cleft and replaces CH2 due to its
high affinity for actin (Fig. 10 E).
CONCLUSIONS

The conformation and dynamics of the ABD domain of
a-actinin play an important regulatory role in actin binding
and here we proposed a mechanism for that. Our simulations
predicted that the K237E mutation in the chicken a-actinin,
which corresponds to K255E mutation in humans associated
with a type of kidney failure, change the free energy land-
scape and most likely stabilize the open conformation of
1454 Biophysical Journal 110, 1444–1455, March 29, 2016
the ABD. Furthermore, the flexibility of the ABD orienta-
tion relative to actin suggests that a-actinin can cross-link
F-actins with different angles leading to formation of
various actin assemblies. Also, actin association at one
end of the a-actinin molecule may be transmitted as a me-
chanical signal via the natural modes of the rod domain.
Our simulations shed light on understanding controversies
about the effect of the ABD conformation and mutations
in that domain on the actin binding activity of a-actinin.
Therefore, the insight from our simulations can be used to
develop novel techniques and therapeutics to interfere
with the a-actinin function and the kidney disease associ-
ated with the K255E mutation in humans.
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